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Waith Discusses How And Why Entities Choose Certain Encasements Before Entering In 

 

In this session we thought that it would be an interesting topic to discuss the physical 

encasement that an entity takes on and how it relates to the overall mission that the 

entity takes on, you see, for the mission path has its parameters set by the encasement 

that is designed.  

 

An Issue Of Miscarriage 

 

Selecting the correct encasement is not as easy as you might think it to be. This is the 

reason why, many times, you have what you refer to as the losing of the encasement 

prior to the entry, or the word is miscarriage. And the reason for this is that while it 

might appear to all of you that from this end it is easy ~ you just pick your encasement 

and zoom you go into it and that is that ~ but this is not the case, for oftentimes, an 

entity will want to come through a particular entity, but that entity does not want that 

particular entity to come through them. And while the making of an encasement is an 

easy thing from an earth plane perspective, the habitation of an encasement is an entirely 

different situation. And thus, it becomes then a matter of working closely with the ~ all 

the Spirit Guides involved with the entity wanting to enter, and the entity who will 

allow the entry, and it is all very interconnected. 

 

The Issue Of Judgment Toward Another For The Way They Look ~ Their Encasement 

 

Now, the reason, of course, that you see so much variation in encasements is that that 

signifies the extent of the variations of missions and the variations of what actually an 

entity has come in to do. And it, once again, gives us cause to discuss judgement, one of 

our more favorite discussions, for to look at an entity in their encasement ~ oh, it is a 

very easy, easy moment for so many to judge an entity based upon the encasement. And 

you might see, for example, an encasement that is what you would say well-streamed 

and kept healthy according to your perspective ~ and, in reality, you might then look at 

another encasement and see quite the opposite, and make judgements that that entity 

must have something wrong with them, for they are not as well-streamed and healthy as 

you, or what you perceive in your reality to be the correct kind of encasement. 

 

Each Encasement Is The Way An Entity Achieves Balance Of Particular Lessons 

 

And thus, the testings of judgement enter in once again, for each encasement is a way in 

which an entity in some way achieves the balance of particular lessons ~ and many times 

an encasement will have in it certain malfunctions and may have on it for sight, easily 

seen, what you call birthmarks or other types of signatures, if you will. And this is a 

reflection of, again, a part of the mission that the entity has taken on from other 
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incarnations to balance. And in the time prior to entry, there is much planning involved 

here, if you will, as to the kind of encasement that will be used to serve the purpose of 

the mission, and thus, it becomes for each of you as an entity to come to terms, if you 

will, with why you have chosen a particular entity encasement for your energy and to 

utilize this knowledge in helping you to achieve your mission.  

 

For some of you, for example, it may be that you will always be what you would call 

scrawny, and for others of you, less scrawny ~ variations on the theme, you see, one 

end of The Spectrum to the other. Others of you, it is meant that you have a certain 

height of encasement, and this all relates to what it is that you have chosen to taken on 

to learn and what your encasement will then provide for you in the way of physical 

ailments, and we use this in a positive way that it provides to you certain physical 

situations that enable you then to work through and strengthen Self.  

 

And if you were to look at another entity and say, "This entity has no health problems, 

they have a perfect body, they are beautiful, they have no things to worry about. They 

must have a charmed experience." Who are you to judge? For you know not what it is 

that has created that encasement manifestation in relation to the spirit mission, for having 

what is perceived as a perfect encasement is in itself a lesson, you see, so each 

encasement that is manifested has a part of the mission to be worked through that each 

of you have chosen, you see. 

 

It is rather interesting to observe the planning that occurs in the selection of the 

encasement, and oftentimes it takes much longer than you would think in terms of time 

as you measure it on the plane. Many times an entity will, as you might refer to it, sit 

and wait for the receptacle to be prepared. It is not an easy, quick situation. For those 

situations, however, when there is a very quick reentry onto the plane it creates 

difficulties. It is not usually advised from our end for an entity to go from one 

incarnation to another without the time of reflection and also preparation for the next 

entry, for if preparation is done too quickly, or none at all, then it can create problems in 

the experience in the manifestation itself. 

 

However, it is not for any of you to judge another's energy by the encasement in which 

you find them, but rather to look at an encasement of an entity as something that that 

entity has taken on for very specific reasons. It could be the combination of teaching and 

learning. It could, in fact, be strictly to teach. You do not know. You do not know, nor 

should you judge this, but simply look at an entity and accept that entity as beautiful in 

whatever form the entity takes on. And this extends itself, of course, outside of The 

Human Kingdom, but also into The Animal Kingdom and The Mineral Kingdom and The 

Plant Kingdom. What you might consider ugly as an encasement is beautiful, for that 

energy form has taken on that encasement to grow and to strengthen, and for that 

purpose alone there is beauty, you see. Now, what questions might you have regarding 

this topic area? 

 

No Entity Is Allowed To Enter Without The Permission Of The Entity Who Will Allow This 
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While the Soul is waiting for the entity to prepare for its possible entry, if that entity changes his 
mind to have this other soul enter, are there a couple of alternatives in the mind that the entity 
chooses, like, let us say, this is my choice one, two, three and four? 

 

In a sense, that does happen. That is perhaps the best frame of reference that you could 

give to the process. Understand that there are some energies, for example, who currently 

are incarnated that other entities want very much to come in through, knowing that they 

can learn certain lessons, and whatever, but not every entity incarnated, first of all, 

would have the capability of allowing that many to enter through, nor they may not 

want to allow any to enter through. 

 

Thus, it becomes the entity choosing to come in must have another selection or several 

selections in mind. It is from the planning standpoint up to the entity coming in who 

must have alternatives and not the entity allowing the entry, you see. This is the way 

that it works out. It is the entity who allows entry who gives the permission. It works, 

however, in a mutual agreement, you see. So, no entity is allowed to enter without the 

permission of the entity who will allow this. 

 

And when you were speaking of this ~ I remember the exact second that I gave permission to the 
Soul of my son to enter, and at that time he entered. And it was on a conscious level. 

 

Oh, indeed. That occurs many times with entities. They are very, very conscious of the 

agreement time. 

 

It was quite beautiful. 

 

Oh, yes. 

 

Could You Elaborate More On The Selection Procedure Of Preparation? 

 

When you take a second ~ any second there will be many millions of encasements biologically 
created. How does this operate that one particular entity waiting to reincarnate picks out of this 
millions-every-second, one particular one, or is it more a pattern of encasements which are ready 
to take on the mission an entity would like to learn in the next incarnation? 

 

Well, understand that when you are dealing with the concept of time that which you 

have just presented would in fact seem an overwhelming type of situation that you must 

have what you would call a coordination of so many millions of entries occurring what 

you would say almost simultaneously, and that, "Oh, we must have this all planned 

exactly as it is to be." And yes, this is exactly what occurs. But when it occurs, it is being 

done through the planning at The Universal Consciousness Level and therefore there is 

no time, as you would use it in the plane, but rather simply a process that occurs in the 

overall planning of the illusion, as Amelius and the other four in the other four Kingdoms 

plan out. It is done in a way and at a level that is a bit overwhelming for most 
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incarnated on the plane currently to understand. However, there are others who have 

reached the level of awareness where they understand it to a sense that it does occur and 

that it is an easy process. 

 

When one has a scientific training and a scientific mind, it does present the thought of 

complexity as to the planning process, you see, and how that could be all managed so 

regularly and so consistently, you see. So thus, understand that it is an easy, easy process 

from this end. 

 

Is The Planning Process The Same For Walk-Ins? 

 

Oh, indeed it is. Most definitely. Any entry onto the plane has a very planned process, 

and the phenomena that you know of as walk-in has an even greater dimension to it, for 

the walk-in has a greater responsibility upon entry, for there has been an agreement 

made between the entity currently in the encasement and the entity who will replace 

that energy, and it is a mutual agreement. And when the departing entity, as part of the 

agreement, makes certain stipulations, as well as the entering entity will make certain 

stipulations, and both must agree upon the stipulations, as you would call it.  

 

For example, there might be the departing entity may have brought in other entities 

known as children and would want the walk-in to assure the departing entity that the 

children will be well taken care of and will not be left behind, for remember that when 

the walk-in takes over the encasement you have a different entity, and therefore, you 

will have a different set of experiences. And you will also have different balancing and 

different lessons, and there will be different connections with entities surrounding the 

encasement, so that very often the connections that the entity, original entity, had no 

longer have those same kinds of connections with the new entity, and therefore, 

everything changes, you see.  

 

However, as is the case with the current group of walk-ins currently coming onto the 

plane, many of them are coming in with stipulations made by a certain energy form that 

relates to the mission of The Shift, and thus, they are receiving what you might call dual 

stipulations ~ stipulations from the departing entity and stipulations from the lead 

energy that is directing them as part of the mission. And thus, the work of a walk-in 

during this particular time frame, wherever it is on the plane, is not as easy as it has been 

in other times for walk-ins. 

 

Does A Walk-In Usually Come In With The Encasement As Having Physical Problems? 

 

Not necessarily physical problems. It is a combination very often of the physical 

problems becoming the result of the inability of the energy to continue with the mission, 

and thus, it creates difficulties for the entire personification, encasement and spirit 

combined. It is not a negative, understand, when an entity finds itself not able to 

continue and allows another entity to enter in. It is actually a part of the growth process, 
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for by allowing the encasement to be utilized, it enables an entity of a different vibration 

and strength and mission to enter in and eventually take over.  

 

And now, one of the difficulties for walk-ins is that they are not always given the luxury 

of selecting their encasement. They cannot have it all, as you might say, and thus, many 

entities find that in order to offset, looking at their total mission and what it is they want 

to achieve, they may not be able to have the exact kind of encasement that they would 

want, and this then becomes a lesson for them also to learn how to deal with, if you 

would, an encasement that they do not especially like, you see. 

 

You Mentioned A Leading Energy Which Influences The Walk-In. Would You Explain That? 

 

We have in the past discussed the hierarchy of The Universe in that there are lead entities 

that come out of The Universal Consciousness, and that they make up approximately five 

percent in terms of size, and from each of these lead entities then springs all of the 

lifelines and all else, much like you would look at ~ we described this as a spider plant, 

yes, that was how we had given the description, so that you have this main energy and 

from this come all of the other entities, but all are connected.  

 

Now, in The Kingdom of Amelius there is a lead entity that is directing a number of the 

walk-ins coming in who work through the Community of Terra Lux, as well as other 

areas geographically on the plane, as well as in spirit. And thus, as in other Kingdoms, the 

other four Kingdoms have their lead entities which are doing the same type of work also. 

And it is simply a form of order, if you will, that the lead entity in this case receives its 

direction directly from Amelius and then passes on this information where appropriate to 

the particular entity who has agreed to take on the mission of a walk-in. Walk-ins are not 

just arbitrarily chosen, nor is it a frivolous type of situation. It is a much more complex 

process and takes with it a great deal of responsibility.  

 

The experience of being a walk-in is one of The Menu of lessons that the earth plane 

provides, and so, many entities in making their selection of their earth plane sojourn will 

select that from The Menu, if you will, that they would want to have the experience of 

being a walk-in. Others choose not to select that, and therefore, in their sojourn on the 

earth plane would not become a walk-in at any time, you see. 

 

Can An Entity Take On An Ailment To Create The Scenario For The Walk-In? 

 

Yes. 

 

Do walk-ins have to continue with the ailment? 

 

It depends. It depends on the mission. Sometimes they continue the ailment and other 

times there is what you might refer to as a miraculous recovery. 
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And if an entity came through the birth way on the earth plane with a birthmark, would the walk-in 
also take on that birthmark as it would be for their experience? 

 

They would have to take the encasement as they got it. 

 

As is. 

 

As is, yes. That, again, as we had said earlier, is a part of the exchange and that you get 

some of the things you like and some of the things that you do not especially like, but 

that is all a part of the bargain. 

 

How many walk-ins are there among us now? 

 

Millions. 

 

Would You Expand On The Comment You Made About Symbolism Of Birthmarks? 

 

A birthmark is a symbolic manifestation of something that has occurred in a previous 

incarnation. It may be a happy occurrence or it may be an unhappy occurrence, but it is 

your way as an entity of bringing with you a particular remembrance. You may have it at 

a conscious level, for many entities connect with their Higher Self to understand the 

purpose for the particular symbol. Others simply do not, but at the Soul Level, it is there. 

And it is much like you would think of, oh, your favorite teddy bear that you like to 

carry it around with you not knowing exactly why, but that it gives you some sort of 

comfort. Thus it is that a birthmark can serve that same purpose. It can provide comfort 

for you. For some, a birthmark may provide a very visible symbol and the recognition of 

a lesson to be learned, for the birthmark may in itself in its placement create the lesson, 

or the teaching. 

 

How about that of Gorbachev? 

 

Ah, indeed, the bright light. 

 

How about his birthmark? What does that symbolize? 

 

It has a very definite symbol and we are not allowed to give out that information for it is 

a part of his path, but it is also very much a part of what this beautiful entity has taken 

on to teach, for he is in a stronger teaching mode than learning. 

 

Question And Discussion About The Issue Of Abortion 
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There is a lot of talk about the pros and cons of abortion. One side is arguing that they are strictly 
against abortion, because at the minute where you have the logical unification, we are already 
talking about an encasement as an entity with a soul, so we as a human being are not allowed to 
destroy this. Others say the entry of the Soul into the encasement takes place, I think that is what 
you mentioned, after six months, or three months before birth. Could you explain this a little bit 
more in detail what your statements are? 

 

Understand that any event that occurs with an entity is a part of learning or teaching, 

and that from our end of things, that which you call morality is something that is a part 

of the earth plane illusion. We have, in fact, discussed as a beginning topic for you all 

morality and truthfulness and honesty. What occurs is a very complex situation, for once 

the encasement has been formed, the entity goes in and tries it out, the best way that we 

can describe it to you, you see. And thus, at the moment that the encasement has taken 

on a physical form, at that very instant of the creation of that, the entity awaiting the 

entry goes into it at that what you would call molecule level, you see. At that very 

instant there is that unification.  

 

What occurs, then, however, is that there is a melding of spirit between the entity 

allowing the entry and the entity coming in, and it is at this time that the entity coming 

in will look at this developing encasement to determine whether or not it wants to enter 

in through this particular encasement, and thus, it has the opportunity to move in and 

out of the encasement throughout the time that it is taking for the encasement to 

develop, and thus, in and out, in and out, you see. 

 

Now, the entity may at any point in this development process decide that this is not the 

encasement that it wants. Therefore, it leaves. There may be other situations, however, 

in which the encasement or the entity coming into the encasement has made a forceful 

entry, not in agreement at Soul Level with the entity who has ~ it has taken over, and 

therefore, this what you call abortion occurs. Now, we do not look at these issues as 

moral or immoral but rather as lessons to be learned, for imposition of one upon 

another is not, in the Universal sense, appropriate and therefore creates an imbalance.  

 

Now, the entity who attempted to force themselves onto the entity for receivership has 

created an imbalance for themselves. On the other hand, and it is not always as simple as 

it might appear to be, the entity who has been imposed upon may, in fact, have been 

allowed from the planning aspect of The Universe to be imposed upon, for they at 

another time imposed themselves, and therefore they must undergo this what you would 

call abortion in order to balance for themselves. It is not an easy situation, and to make a 

judgement upon one who has an abortion, if you will, is making a judgement, for you 

know not what the mission of either entity actually is, you see. 

 

The church says, "We will not have abortions." They are afraid that they will go to hell if they allow 
it. That is why that even in this archdiocese when they bought up another hospital, they put down 
the law and said, "Thou shalt not do abortions here." So why is it so muddled? 
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It is all a part of the illusion, my love. It is meant to create the opportunities for learning 

and also for teaching. It is a very strong part of this particular illusion which is about to 

end. With The Shift, this illusion will come to an end, and The New Illusion will begin, 

and there will be many different standards, if you will, in The New Illusion and issues 

that are thought of as being immoral in this illusion will not be in another illusion and 

vice versa. Things that are considered quite, quite immoral, if you will, in this illusion will 

not be so in another illusion, the one to come.  

 

And thus, it is simply that this is the particular play that is being produced now. And all 

must take their part in the play, in their role, for in the act of objecting to abortion, if 

you will, that in itself is a learning and a teaching, for it ~ for some entities there needs 

to be that kind of forcefulness to bring them to grips, if you will, with their own sense of 

who they are. And morality, as it is discussed on the plane, is a very important aspect of 

the illusion and not something that is to be taken lightly, if you will, but rather to be 

dealt with as how you will respond to another's imposition upon you, or your 

imposition on another, for each entity, having their own set of experiences from other 

incarnations, brings with it an opinion, you see, and this is quite normal on the earth 

plane. This is what the earth plane is all about.  

 

And so, the battle will continue as it needs to be for lessons to be learned and taught by 

all concerned, you see. And you as an entity establish that which feels appropriate for 

Self, for the direction of your own path. And if an entity feels that they must take a firm 

stand in objecting to any number of issues ~ abortion being one of them ~ then that is 

appropriate, for that is what the entity has taken on in this incarnation, for whatever 

their reasons. It is not for you to judge what their reason is but rather to see it in the 

scheme of The Universe as a part of all that must be. 

 

 


